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Whether close to home or far away, there are no safe harbours
while Napoleon seeks to dominate the known world.
As Captain Jack Aubrey sails away from the hated Australian prison
colonies he soon becomes aware that he is out of touch with the
mood of the ship. What he doesn't know is that there is a potentially
dangerous stranger aboard ship.
The Thirteen Gun Salute (Vol. Book 13) (Aubrey/Maturin
Novels)W. W. Norton & Company
A twenty-volume hardcover set of the complete Patrick O'Brian
high-seas Aubrey/Maturin adventure classics, including the final
book: Blue at the Mizzen. The Great Adventure begins in Master &
Commander with the near-disaster of Jack Aubrey's first encounter
with Stephen Maturin and the taking of the Cacafuego. Post
Captain: Jack and Stephen vie for the affections of Diana Villiers.
H.M.S. Surprise: In India, a prodigious blue diamond, a fatal duel,
and a dramatic fleet action against the French. The Mauritius
Command: An exploration of aberrant psychology and a most
memorable storm at sea Desolation Island: The Waakzaamheid
chases the Leopard south to the glories of Antarctica. The Fortune
of War: Jack encounters the American navy, is taken prisoner, and
witnesses the fateful clash of the Shannon and the Chesapeake. The
Surgeon's Mate: A shipwreck on the coast of France, and Jack and
Stephen are rescued from a French prison thanks to Diana's
diamond The Ionian Mission: The Surprise is sent to intervene in
the tangled politics of the Balkans.Treason's Harbour: A desert
crossing, an unusual single-ship action in shoal waters, and Jack
saved from treachery in Malta by Stephen's cunning. The Far Side
of the World: Typhoons, castaways, shipwrecks, murder, and
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criminal insanity in the far reaches of the Pacific The Reverse of the
Medal: Jack, lured into a disastrous investment by French agents, is
court-martialed and disgraced. The Letter of Marque: Cast out of
the Royal Navy, Jack sets sail in the Surprise as a privateer, and
Stephen's taste for tincture of opium takes a more serious turn. The
Thirteen Gun Salute: A killer typhoon overtakes Jack and his crew
in the South China Sea, and Stephen engages in a deadly game of
cat-and-mouse with French agents. The Nutmeg of Consolation:
Pirates, smallpox, and a visit to the grim penal colony in Australia,
where Stephen's Irish temper provokes a duel and a diplomatic
crisis. The Truelove: Jack and Stephen mastermind a war among
the cannibals, and a mysterious female convict sows dangerous
jealousies aboard the Surprise. The Wine-Dark Sea: A submarine
volcanic eruption serves as backdrop to revolution in South America
and a memorable excursion into the Andes. The Commodore: A
strange homecoming for Jack and Stephen, followed by a vigorous
action to foil the French invasion of Ireland. The Yellow Admiral:
Jack is rescued from the doldrums of peace and from amorous
difficulties by Napoleon's escape from Elba. The Hundred Days:
The cunning of Stephen and the seamanship of Jack prevent
Napoleon from conquering Europe at Waterloo. Blue at the
Mizzen: Jack Aubrey stakes all on a desperate solo night raid against
the might of the Spanish viceroy in Peru.
The Ionian Mission (Aubrey-Maturin, Book 8)
Books 13-16. The thirteen-gun salute ; The nutmeg of consolation ;
The truelove ; The wine-dark sea
Harbors and High Seas
Desolation Island (Vol. Book 5) (Aubrey/Maturin Novels)
The Mauritius Command
"The relationship [between Aubrey and Maturin]...is about the best
thing afloat....For Conradian power of description and sheer
excitement there is nothing in naval fiction to beat the stern chase as
the outgunned Leopard staggers through mountain waves in icy
latitudes to escape the Dutch seventy-four." —Stephen Vaughan,
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Observer Commissioned to rescue Governor Bligh of Bounty fame,
Captain Jack Aubrey and his friend and surgeon Stephen Maturin
sail the Leopard to Australia with a hold full of convicts. Among
them is a beautiful and dangerous spy—and a treacherous disease
that decimates the crew. With a Dutch man-of-war to windward, the
undermanned, outgunned Leopard sails for her life into the freezing
waters of the Antarctic, where, in mountain seas, the Dutchman
closes.
An immediate precursor to Patrick O'Brian's acclaimed
Aubrey/Maturin series, displaying all the splendid prose and
attention to detail that O'Brian's readers expect. Patrick O'Brian's
first novel about the sea, The Golden Ocean, took inspiration from
Commodore George Anson's fateful circumnavigation of the globe
in 1740. In The Unknown Shore, O'Brian returns to this rich source
and mines it brilliantly for another, quite different tale of
exploration and adventure. The Wager was parted from Anson's
squadron in the fierce storms off Cape Horn and struggled alone up
the coast of Chile until she was driven against the rocks and sank.
The survivors were soon involved in trouble of every kind. A
surplus of rum, a disappearing stock of food, and a hard, detested
captain soon drove them into drunkenness, mutiny, and bloodshed.
After many months of privation, a handful of men made their way
northward under the guidance of a band of Indians, at last finding
safety in Valparaiso. This saga of survival is the background to the
adventures of two young men aboard the Wager: midshipman Jack
Byron and his friend Tobias Barrow, an alarmingly naive surgeon's
mate. Patrick O'Brian's many devoted readers will take particular
interest in this story, as Jack and Toby form a kind of blueprint for
Jack Aubrey and Stephen Maturin, the famed heroes of the great
Aubrey/Maturin series to come.
It is the dawn of the nineteenth century; Britain is at war with
Napoleon's France. When Jack Aubrey, a young lieutenant in
Nelson's navy, is promoted to captain, he inherits command of HMS
Sophie, an old, slow brig unlikely to make his fortune. But Captain
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Aubrey is a brave and gifted seaman, his thirst for adventure and
victory immense. With the aid of his friend Stephen Maturin, ship's
surgeon and secret intelligence agent, Aubrey and his crew engage
in one thrilling battle after another, their journey culminating in a
stunning clash with a mighty Spanish frigate against whose guns
and manpower the tiny Sophie is hopelessly outmatched.
This companion for fans of the Napoleonic sea sagas offers maps of
the novels’ streets, seas, and coasts, and much more. The tallmasted sailing ships of the early nineteenth century were the
technological miracles of their day, allowing their crews to traverse
the seas with greater speed than had ever been possible before.
Novelist Patrick O’Brian captured the thrill of that era with his
characters Jack Aubrey and Stephen Maturin, who visited exotic
locales in the service of the Royal Navy. From frigid Dieppe to
balmy Batavia, they strolled the ports of the world as casually as
most do the streets of their hometown. Packed with maps and
illustrations from the greatest age of sail, this volume shows not just
where Aubrey and Maturin went, but how they got there. An
incomparable reference for devotees of O’Brian’s novels and
anyone who has dreamed of climbing aboard a warship, Harbors
and High Seas is a captivating portrait of life on the sea, when
nothing stood between man and ocean but grit, daring, and a few
creaking planks of wood.
An Aubrey & Maturin Novel, #13
The Final Unfinished Voyage of Jack Aubrey
- Volume Two - Desolation Island, the Fortune of War, the
Surgeon's Mate, the Ionian Mission - Volume Three - Treason's
Harbour, Thbe Far Side of the World, the Reverse of the Medal, the
Letter of Marque - Volume Four - The Thirteen-gun Salute, the
Nutmeg of Consolation, the Truelove, the Wine-dark Sea
The Thirteen-gun Salute
The Letter of Marque (Vol. Book 12) (Aubrey/Maturin Novels)
An exploration of the complex roles that
bodies--both literally and figuratively--play in
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the 21 volume Aubrey-Maturin series reveals
much about the novels' many meditations on
mind and body. Beginning with a consideration
of genre norms and the bodies of the novels'
main characters, the book's focus shifts to the
ways the series offers interconnections
between the human body and history.More
literal considerations of the body examine
O'Brian's depictions of drug use, particularly
the opium addiction that afflicts Stephen
Maturin, and human sexuality in its many
guises. The work then focuses on Desolation
Island, the fifth novel in the series, in light of
the discussions above but also in terms of
political and psychological tropes that draw
upon the relationship of mind and body.
Questions are examined about the relationship
of reader to author, and what sustains such a
long narrative and what continues to bring a
reader back again and again.
"I've said 90% of the things on Sh*t Girls Say."
-Every Girl Ever "It's the new best thing. It may
be our new favorite thing." —Perez Hilton "In
the age of quinoa gluten-free iced coffee
sashimi hot yoga, thank God we have the 'girls'
to keep sh*t real. But don't tell them I said that.
They'll just totally pretend they said it. They're
so jealous of me." —Stacy London, What Not to
Wear "This book on my bedside table makes me
look like a reader." —Ali Adler, cocreator of Glee
"As a girl who says a lot of sh*t, I can honestly
say I die for this book." —Abby Elliott, Saturday
Night Live cast member Read Excerpt
Two privateers pursue a prize through the
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Great South Sea, confronting the dangers of the
ocean--and their own private demons--as they
suddenly find themselves hunted in a
breathtaking chase south of Cape Horn. Tour.
Ordered home by dispatch vessel, Jack Aubrey
and Stephen Maturin find their ship pursued by
two privateers through the fog of the Grand
Banks
Clarissa Oakes
Master and Commander
Sex, Drugs and the Physical Form in the AubreyMaturin Novels
The Far Side of the World (Vol. Book 10)
(Aubrey/Maturin Novels)
The classic first novel of the epic
Aubrey/Maturin series, widely considered “the
best historical novels ever written” (Richard
Snow, New York Times). Ardent, gregarious
British naval officer Jack Aubrey is elated
to be given his first appointment as
commander: the fourteen-gun ship HMS Sophie.
Meanwhile—after a heated first encounter that
nearly comes to a duel—Aubrey and a brilliant
but down-on-his-luck physician, Stephen
Maturin, strike up an unlikely rapport. On a
whim, Aubrey invites Maturin to join his crew
as the Sophie’s surgeon. And so begins the
legendary friendship that anchors this
beloved saga set against the thrilling
backdrop of the Napoleonic Wars. Through
every ensuing adventure on which Aubrey and
Maturin embark, from the witty parley of
their lovers and enemies to the roar of
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broadsides as great ships close in battle
around them, O’Brian “provides endlessly
varying shocks and surprises—comic, grim,
farcical and tragic.… [A] whole, solidly
living world for the imagination to inhabit”
(A. S. Byatt).
Now in its second edition, this expanded work
catalogs every person, animal, ship and
cannon mentioned by name in the 21 books of
Patrick O’Brian’s series on the maritime
adventures of Jack Aubrey and Stephen
Maturin. The novels, renowned for their “farranging web of wit and allusion,” teem with
thousands of characters and ships, both
imaginary and historical. From Master and
Commander to 21: The Unfinished Voyage, this
book distinguishes the fictional from the
factual, making a useful series companion for
the casual reader and the most ardent fans.
Each of the more than 5,000 alphabetized
entries provides a reference to the novels
and chapters in which the topic appears.
Additionally, biographical notes on the
historical figures are included, with sources
provided in an annotated bibliography.
Tells the enchanting yet bloodthirsty story
of a creature whose father was a giant panda
and whose mother was a snow leopard, in a new
edition of a book first published in 1930,
when the author was fifteen years old.
Reprint.
"In length the series is unique; in
quality—and there is not a weak link in the
chain—it cannot but be ranked with the best
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of twentieth century historical novels."—T.
J. Binyon, Independent Captain Jack Aubrey
sets sail for the South China Sea with a new
lease on life. Following his dismissal from
the Royal Navy (a false accusation), he has
earned reinstatement through his daring
exploits as a privateer, brilliantly
chronicled in The Letter of Marque. Now he is
to shepherd Stephen Maturin—his friend,
ship's surgeon, and sometimes intelligence
agent—on a diplomatic mission to prevent
links between Bonaparte and the Malay princes
which would put English merchant shipping at
risk. The journey of the Diane encompasses a
great and satisfying diversity of adventures.
Maturin climbs the Thousand Steps of the
sacred crater of the orangutans; a killer
typhoon catches Aubrey and his crew trying to
work the Diane off a reef; and in the
barbaric court of Pulo Prabang a classic duel
of intelligence agents unfolds: the French
envoys, well entrenched in the Sultan's good
graces, against the savage cunning of Stephen
Maturin.
The Golden Ocean
The Patrick Oäó»Brian Muster Book
Patrick OÕBrianÕs Bodies at Sea
The Catalans: A Novel
Aubrey/Maturin Novels: The thirteen gun
salute

The first novel Patrick O'Brian ever wrote about the sea,
a precursor to the acclaimed Aubrey/Maturin series. In
the year 1740, Commodore (later Admiral) George
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Anson embarked on a voyage that would become one of
the most famous exploits in British naval history. Sailing
through poorly charted waters, Anson and his men
encountered disaster, disease, and astonishing success.
They circumnavigated the globe and seized a nearly
incalcuable sum of Spanish gold and silver, but only one
of the five ships survived. This is the background to the
first novel Patrick O'Brian ever wrote about the sea, a
precursor to the acclaimed Aubrey/Maturin series that
shares the excitement and rich humor of those books.
The protagonist is Peter Palafox, son of a poor Irish
parson, who signs on as a midshipman, never before
having seen a ship. Together with his lifelong friend
Sean, Peter sets out to seek his fortune, embarking upon
a journey of danger, disappointment, foreign lands, and
excitement. Here is a tale certain to please not only
admirers of O'Brian's work but also any reader with an
adventurous soul.
The fifteenth installment in Patrick O'Brian's widely
claimed series of Aubrey/Maturin novels is in equal parts
mystery, adventure, and psychological drama. A British
whaler has been captured by an ambitious chief in the
sandwich islands at French instigation, and Captain
Aubrey, R. N., Is dispatched with the Surprise to restore
order. But stowed away in the cable-tier is an escaped
female convict. To the officers, Clarissa Harvill is an
object of awkward courtliness and dangerous jealousies.
Aubrey himself is won over and indeed strongly attracted
to this woman who will not speak of her past. But only
Aubrey's friend, Dr. Stephen Maturin, can fathom
Clarissa's secrets: her crime, her personality, and a clue
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identifying a highly placed English spy in the pay of
Napoleon's intelligence service. In a thrilling finale,
Patrick O'Brian delivers all the excitement his many
readers expect: Aubrey and the crew of the Surprise
impose a brutal pax Britannica upon the islanders in a
pitched battle against a band of headhunting cannibals.
On dry land, having been drawn into the half-worlds of
London’s criminal underground and of government
espionage, Jack Aubrey faces perhaps the greatest
challenge of his life.
On Desolation Island, with the known world out of reach,
uneasy alliances are sometimes forged...
The Surgeon's Mate
The Truelove (Vol. Book 15) (Aubrey/Maturin Novels)
The Nutmeg of Consolation (Vol. Book 14)
(Aubrey/Maturin Novels)
Blue at the Mizzen (Vol. Book 20) (Aubrey/Maturin
Novels)
Master and Commander (Vol. Book 1) (Aubrey/Maturin
Novels)

"[The series shows] a joy in language that
jumps from every page....You're in for a
wonderful voyage."—Cutler Durkee, People
Shipwrecked on a remote island in the Dutch
East Indies, Captain Aubrey, surgeon and
secret intelligence agent Stephen Maturin,
and the crew of the Diane fashion a schooner
from the wreck. A vicious attack by Malay
pirates is repulsed, but the makeshift vessel
burns, and they are truly marooned. Their
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escape from this predicament is one that only
the whimsy and ingenuity of Patrick
O'Brian—or Stephen Maturin—could devise. In
command now of a new ship, the Nutmeg,
Aubrey pursues his interrupted mission. The
dreadful penal colony in New South Wales,
harrowingly described, is the backdrop to a
diplomatic crisis provoked by Maturin's Irish
temper, and to a near-fatal encounter with
the wildlife of the Australian outback.
Includes facsimile of the manuscript.
The sequel to T̀he thirteen-gun salute',
follows the adventures of Jack Aubrey and
Stephen Maturin in His Majesty's Navy at the
time of the French wars.
"Few, very few books have made my heart
thud with excitement. H.M.S. Surprise
managed it." —Helen Lucy Burke, Irish Press
In H.M.S. Surprise, British naval officer Jack
Aubrey and surgeon Stephen Maturin face
near-death and tumultuous romance in the
distant waters ploughed by the ships of the
East India Company. Tasked with ferrying a
British ambassador to the Sultan of
Kampong, they find themselves on a
prolonged voyage aboard a Royal Navy
frigate en route to the Malay Peninsula. In
this new sphere, Aubrey is on the defensive,
pitting wits and seamanship against an
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enemy who enjoys overwhelming local
superiority. But somewhere in the Indian
Ocean lies the prize that could secure him a
marriage to his beloved Sophie and make him
rich beyond his wildest dreams: the ships
sent by Napoleon to attack the China Fleet.
H. M. S. Surprise (Vol. Book 3)
(Aubrey/Maturin Novels)
The Unknown Shore
A Lexicon and Companion to the Complete
Seafaring Tales of Patrick O'Brian
The Reverse of the Medal (Aubrey-Maturin,
Book 11)
The Nutmeg of Consolation
A guide to the British Royal Navy in
the Napoleonic Age for fans of the
Aubrey–Maturin series: “A gem of a
book” (Minneapolis Star Tribune). What
is a sand-grouse, and where does it
live? What are the medical properties
of lignum vitae, and how did Stephen
Maturin use it to repair his viola? Who
is Admiral Lord Keith, and why is his
wife so friendly with Captain Jack
Aubrey? More than any other
contemporary author, Patrick O’Brian
knew the past. His twenty
Aubrey–Maturin novels, beginning with
1969’s Master and Commander, are
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distinguished by deep characterization,
heart-stopping naval combat, and an
attention to detail that enriches and
enlivens his stories. In this revised
edition of A Sea of Words, Dean King
and his collaborators dive into Jack
Aubrey’s world. In addition to their
invaluable glossary, the authors
provide essays on the age’s politics,
naval medicine, and the many ships that
Jack Aubrey sailed, sighted, and fought
against. For both the curious fan and
the O’Brian aficionado, A Sea of Words
is an invaluable tome on the British
Royal Navy.
"Fine stuff...[The Letter of Marque]
leaves the devotee of naval fiction
eager for sequels." —Jonathan Yardley,
Washington Post Book World Captain Jack
Aubrey, a brilliant and experienced
officer, has been struck off the list
of post-captains for a crime he did not
commit. His old friend Stephen Maturin,
usually cast as a ship’s surgeon to
mask his discreet activities on behalf
of British Intelligence, has bought for
Aubrey his former ship the Surprise to
command as a privateer, more politely
termed a letter of marque. Together
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they sail on a desperate mission
against the French, which, if
successful, may redeem Aubrey from the
private hell of his disgrace. A
nighttime battle with an unusual
climax, a jewel of great value, and
Maturin’s fondness for opium make this
segment of Patrick O’Brian’s masterful
series both original and profoundly
exciting.
"One of the best novelists since Jane
Austen."—Philadelphia Inquirer This
novel is a powerful successor to
Testimonies, Patrick O'Brian's first
novel written for adults. It is set in
that corner of France that became
O'Brian's adopted home, where the long,
dark wall of the Pyrenees runs headlong
to meet the Mediterranean. Alain Roig
returns to Saint-Féliu after years in
the East and finds his family in
crisis. His dour, middle-aged cousin
Xavier, the mayor and most powerful
citizen of the town, has fallen in love
and plans to marry Madeleine, the young
daughter of the local grocer. The Roig
family property is threatened by this
union, and Madeleine's relatives object
on different grounds. Xavier is a
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tragic figure, damned by what he
perceives as a lack of feeling;
Madeleine is to be his salvation.
Unfortunately she does not return his
affection, and, as the feasts and
harvest festivals of Saint-Féliu are
played out, she finds herself falling
in love with Alain.
In Malta for much needed repairs on his
ship, Captain Jack Aubrey must rely on
his ship's surgeon and intelligence
agent, Stephen Maturin, to outwit
Napoleon's agents
Desolation Island (Aubrey-Maturin, Book
5)
Persons, Animals, Ships and Cannon in
the Aubrey-Maturin Sea Novels
The thirteen-gun salute ; The nutmeg of
consolation ; The truelove ; The winedark sea
The Aubrey-Maturin Series
Caesar: The Life Story of a PandaLeopard
"The old master has us again in the
palm of his hand."—Los Angeles Times (a
Best Book of 1999) Napoleon has been
defeated at Waterloo, and the ensuing
peace brings with it both the desertion
of nearly half of Captain Aubrey's crew
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and the sudden dimming of Aubrey's
career prospects in a peacetime navy.
When the Surprise is nearly sunk on her
way to South America—where Aubrey and
Stephen Maturin are to help Chile
assert her independence from Spain—the
delay occasioned by repairs reaps a
harvest of strange consequences. The
South American expedition is a
desperate affair; and in the end Jack's
bold initiative to strike at the vastly
superior Spanish fleet precipitates a
spectacular naval action that will
determine both Chile's fate and his
own.
Stephen Maturin brings Captain Jack
Aubrey secret orders to lead an
expedition against the French islands
of Mauritius and La Reunion, but the
conduct of two of his own officers
threatens the success of the mission
"A marvelously full-flavored,
engrossing book, which towers over its
current rivals in the genre like a
three-decker over a ship's longboat."
—Times Literary Supplement Captain Jack
Aubrey, R. N., arrives in the Dutch
East Indies to find himself appointed
to the command of the fastest and bestPage 16/19
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armed frigate in the Navy. He and his
friend Stephen Maturin take passage for
England in a dispatch vessel. But the
War of 1812 breaks out while they are
en route. Bloody actions precipitate
them both into new and unexpected
scenes where Stephen's past activities
as a secret agent return on him with a
vengeance.
To whom does one’s true allegiance lie?
The Complete Aubrey/Maturin Novels
Treason's Harbour
The Hundred Days (Vol. Book 19)
(Aubrey/Maturin Novels)
The Wine-dark Sea
The Commodore (Aubrey-Maturin, Book 17)
"One of the best novelists since Jane
Austen....The Hundred Days may be the best
installment yet....I give O'Brian's fans joy
of it."—Philadelphia Inquirer Napoleon,
escaped from Elba, pursues his enemies across
Europe like a vengeful phoenix. If he can
corner the British and Prussians before their
Russian and Austrian allies arrive, his
genius will lead the French armies to triumph
at Waterloo. In the Balkans, preparing a
thrust northwards into Central Europe to
block the Russians and Austrians, a horde of
Muslim mercenaries is gathering. They are
inclined toward Napoleon because of his
conversion to Islam during the Egyptian
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campaign, but they will not move without a
shipment of gold ingots from Sheik Ibn Hazm
which, according to British intelligence, is
on its way via camel caravan to the coast of
North Africa. It is this gold that Jack
Aubrey and Stephen Maturin must at all costs
intercept. The fate of Europe hinges on their
desperate mission. "The Hundred Days is
certain to delight O'Brian's fans, for whom
happiness is an unending stream of
Aubrey/Maturin books....[It] is a fine novel
that stands proudly on the shelf with the
others."—Los Angeles Times
The tenth installment in the beloved, epic
Aubrey/Maturin series and inspiration for the
major motion picture starring Russell Crowe.
The War of 1812 continues, and Captain Jack
Aubrey sets course for Cape Horn on a mission
after his own heart: intercepting a powerful
American frigate outward bound to wreak havoc
with the British whaling trade. Meanwhile,
Stephen Maturin has a mission of his own in
the world of secret intelligence and comes
face to face with the harsh realities for
women of the age. Disaster in various guises
awaits them in the Great South Sea and in the
far reaches of the Pacific—typhoons,
castaways, shipwrecks, an ill-fated affair,
murder, and criminal insanity—as well as a
bold rescue by a crew of seafaring female
warriors.
Sh*t Girls Say
The Fortune of War (Vol. Book 6)
(Aubrey/Maturin Novels)
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The Thirteen Gun Salute (Vol. Book 13)
(Aubrey/Maturin Novels)
An Atlas and Geographical Guide to the
Complete Aubrey-Maturin Novels of Patrick
O'Brian
A Sea of Words
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